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LAWS OF LARGE NUMBERS AND THE CENTRAL 
LIMIT THEOREMS ON A LOGIC 
ANATOLIJ DVUREtENSKIJ 
In this paper the notion of the independence of observables in a state on a logic, 
as it was introduced by G u d d e r [2], will be studied. Some generalized forms of the 
weak and strong law of large numbers and the central limit theorems for 
observables of a logic will be proved. The used methods are similar to those of the 
conventional probability theory. 
1. Preliminary definitions and results 
Let us suppose that L be a poset with the first and the last elements 0 and 1, 
respectively, and an orthocomplementation ±:a*-*a± which satisfies (i) (a^Y = a 
for alia eL ; (ii) if a <b, then b±<a± for a, b eL ; (iii) a v a x = 1 for alia eL. We 
say that a, b are orthogonal and write a±b if a <b±. We further assume that if 
a<b, then b =av(bAax) and if {a,} is a sequence of mutually orthogonal 
elements of L, then V#« e L . A poset L satisfying the above axioms will be called 
a logic ([7]). 
A state is a map m from L into (0, 1) such that m ( l ) = l and m (\/ai) = 
\ i 
^m(at) if a,-La, for *-£/. A system M of states of a logic L is called a quite full 
i 
system if the statement m(b) = 1 whenever m(a) = 1, m eM, implies a <b. In [3] 
it is shown that if M is a quite full system and L has at least three elements, then (i) 
iVf-^0; (ii) if a¥=0, then there is m e M such that m(a)=l; (iii) a =b iff 
m(a) = m(b) for all meM; (iv) a<b iff m(a)^m(b) for all meM. 
Lemma 1.1. (i) Let M be a system of states, a eL, and let us define a1(M) = 
= [m eM: m(a)= 1}. Then M is a quite full system of states iff the statement 
aHM^bHM) implies a <b. 
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(ii) Let Mi be a quite full system of states and M2 be a system of states, then 
M = MiuM2 is a quite full system of states. 
(iii) If M is a system of states and Co(M) = ^amr. c, ^ 0 , ^d = 1, m, eM, 
iel\, then M is a quite full system iff Co(M) is a quite full system. 
(iv) Let H be a separable Hilbert space over real or complex scalars, let L (H) be 
a logic of all closed subspaces of H and M= {mx: mx(E) = (Ex, x), E eL(H), 
x eH, ||;t|| = 1}. Then M is a quite full system of states. If dim H^3, then Co(M) 
is the system of all states on L (H); if dim H = 2, then Co (M) is not the system of 
all states. 
Proof. The propositions (i)—(iii) are corollaries of the definition of the quite 
full system and (iv) is a corollary of the famous G leas on theorem [6]. 
O.E.D. 
An observable is a map JC from the Borel sets B(Rt) of Ri into L such that (i) 
x(Ri)= 1; (ii) JC(E)±JC(F) if EnF = 0, E, FeB(R0; (iii) Jc(lj£ ) = V * ( f i ) if 
Ei nEj = 0, i =£ / , E,e B (R i). If / is a Borel function on R i and JC an observable, then 
fox: E>-±x(f~l(E)), E eB(Ri), is an observable. We say that an observable JC is 
bounded if there is a compact set C such that JC(C)= 1. We denote by a(jc) the 
smallest closed set E such that x(E)= 1 and ||JC|| =sup {|f| : f ea(jc)}. The mean 
value of JC in the state m is m(jc) = J t dmx(t) if the integral on the right-hand side 
jRi 
exists and is finite, where mx is a measure on B(R\):mx(E) = m(x(E)). 
E eB(Rt). In [3, Theorem 6.3] it is shown that an observable JC is bounded iff m(jc) 
exists and is finite for every m on L. 
Let JCI, ..., JC„ be observables (JC, may be unbounded for some i = 1,2, ..., n) of 
a logic L. If there is a quite full system M of states and a unique observable z such 
thatm(jci), ..., m(x„) exist and are finite and m(z) = m(xi) + . . . + m(JC„) for every 
m eM, then z is called the sum of xu ..., JC„ and is written z =JCi + ... + JC„. 
If there is a quite full system M of states on L such that for any two bounded 
observables JC, y there is a unique observable z such that m(z) = m(jc) + m(y) for 
all m e M, then L is called a sum logic. In [3] it is shown that a sum logic is a lattice. 
From this moment we shall suppose that L is a sum logic. 
Remark 1. Although z=x +y exists on a sum logic, where JC, y, z are bounded 
observables, m(z) = m(x) + m(y) does not hold for every state m on L , in general. 
Indeed, let L =L(R2). Due to (iv) of Lemma 1.1 it may be shown that L(R2) is 
a sum logic. Let 




where the matrices N t, N2 and N, respectively, correspond to the 
observables x, y and z [6]. If we choose the state m such that m(N(p) = 1 for every 
one-dimensional subspace N<p with a direction angle cp, 0^qp<—, then 
a straightforward computation shows that m(N) = (2 4- V2)/2 =£ m(Ni) -I- m(N2) = 
2. 
We say that the observables xu ..., xn have a joint distribution in the state m if 
there is an n -dimensional Borel measure m„ such that 
m n(E1x...xEn) = m (Ax^Ej)) for all EieB(R1), v / - i / 
/ = 1, ..., n. 
In this case we define (i) the joint distribution function Fxi..^n: (tu ..., t„)i-» 
m(xi(-oo, tx) A...A x„(-oo, r„)) tjERu / = 1, ..., n ; (ii) joint characteristic 
function cpXl Xn: (uu ..., wn)i-> I exp \'\ 2
W A) dm„(^i, ..., tn), u> eRuj = 1, ..., n ; 
JK« I 1-1 
(iii) the moments m^i1 , ..., xn
n) = I rt1...^" dm„(fi, ..., tn) if the integral on the 
JRn 
right-hand side exists and is finite. 
Due to a one-to-one correspondence between a joint characteristic function and 
a joint distribution function, respectively, we may transfer the investigation of 
properties of joint characteristic functions of observables of a logic in a state onto 
the investigation of joint distribution functions of observables, and conversely. This 
note is also valid for a characteristic function cpx(u) = I e
,u* dmx(t) and Fx(t) 
JRi 
= m(x(— oo, t)) of one observable x. 
Let x, xu x2, ... be observables, Fx, Fu F2, ..., cpx, q?u <Pi, ... be distribution 
functions and characteristic functions, respectively, in the state m. We say that 
w 
a sequence {F„} converges weakly to Fx and write Fn-*FX if Fn(t)—>Fx(t) at each 
w 
continuity point of Fx. Due to the direct and inverse limit theorems [1] Fn-+Fx iff 
cpn^cpx. This result will be used in the following. 
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2. Independence 
A system of observables xu ..., xn is independent in the state m if 
m(xl(El)A...AXn(En)) = m(xi(E1))...m(xn(En)), 
EieB(Rl), j=l,...,n. 
A system of observables {xt: te T} is independent in m if any finite subsystem is 
independent. Let aeL. We define the question observable qa: qa({l}) = a, 
Qa({0}) = a±. We say that a system of elements {at: teT}ofLis independent in m 
if the corresponding question observables {qat: teT} are independent. 
Theorem 2.1. Lef xu ..., xn be observables and m be a state. Then the following 
propositions are equivalent. 
(i) m (Axi(Ei)) = Tlm(xi(Ei)), EieB(R1), j = 1, ..., n. 
i=i ' i=i 
(ii) There is a joint distribution mn in m such that mn(E\ x . . . x En) 
= Um(xi(Ei)),EieB(Rl),j = l,...,n. 
i=i 
(in) There is a joint distribution function FXl...Xn in m such that Fxl..Xn (tu ..., tn) 
n 
= nF , ( r , ) , tfeRuj=l, ..., n. 
i = i 
(iv) 77iere is a joint characteristic function cpxx..Xn in m such that q>xl...Xn (uu ..., un) 
n 
= UcpXj(Ui), UjeRu y = l , ..., n. 
i= i 
Proof. Let (i) hold. Let us define a set function \i on B(Rn) by \x(Ex x ... x En) 
n 
= Um(Xj(Ei)), EieB(Rl), j = 1, ..., n. Then it follows, by extending theorems, 
i = i 
that there is a unique n-dimensional Borel measure mn such that mn(E1 x ... x En) 
n 
= n m(*/(E/)) and hence (ii) holds. 
i= i 
The converse implication is trivial. 
The equivalence of, (ii) and (iii) may be shown if we put E / = (-oo,^)> 
/ = 1 , ...,n. 
Let now (i) hold; then, by (ii), there is a joint distribution mn and consequently 
there is a joint characteristic function q>xi..JCn, hence 
(pxi..xn(uu ..., un)= I exp i 2
M A | dmn(tu ..., tn) = 
n 
exp iyuft) 6mXi(tj)= llq)Xi(Ui). - Ä / 
i= i JR\ 
To prove (iv) implies (iii), we use the above mentioned one-to-one correspond-
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ence between a joint characteristic function and a joint distribution function, 
respectively, in the state m. Therefore 
mn((au bt)x ...x (an, bn)) = 
J
r n tin. itb. 
II .TC—<P*x..**{tu . . , tn) dtu..dtn = 
Rn i = \ lti 
= f l (2n)_1 - cpXi(td dt, = nmXi((ah *>,)). 
i = \ JRi » / i = \ 
Passing to a,—>-<», / = 1, ..., n, we obtain (iii). 
We say that an observable x is nonnull a.e. [m] if m(jc({0}c))>0. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.2. Let xu ..., xn be observables which are independent in the state m 
and nonnull a.e. [m]. Then the moment m(xu ..., xn) exists iff m(x,), j = 1, ..., n, 
exist and then in this case 
m(xu ...,xn) = m(xi)...m(xn). 
Proof. Let m„ be a joint distribution of xu ...,xn in m and j r ; , / = 1, . . . , / i ,be the 
coordinate functions in JR„. Since jtj are independent on (Rn,B(Rn), m„), the proof 
of our theorem follows from the same proposition of the measure theory, therefore 
m(xu ..., xn)= I jtu..jtn dm„ = I~[ I n* dmn = f ] ^ t e ) -
JRn 1-1 JRn 1 -1 
Q.E.D. 
According to G u d d e r [2] we introduce the notion of a strong independence in 
a state, which converts into the notion of an idependence in a state in the 
conventional probability theory. This notion enables us to study properties of 
a characteristic function of the sum z = * i + ...+xn by means of cpXl, ..., cpXn; 
n 
indeed, in this case cpz = WcpXi. Thus, we say that the observables xu ..., xn are 
i = \ 
strongly independent in the state m if for any n Borel functions /-, . . . , /„ , for which 
fioXi + ... 4-/„oJc„ has a sense, we have 
mflox1+...+fnoxn = mfloXt*...*mfnoXn, 
where the * denotes the convolution. 
As usual, a system {xt: teT} of observables is strongly independent in the state 
m if every finite subsystem is strongly independent in m and a collection {at: t e T} 
is strongly independent in m if {qa,: teT} is strongly independent. 
Let a be real, we define an observable Ia by L({a}) = 1 and it may be shown that 
ali = la, where on the left-hand side we have a constant function a(t) = a, teR\, 
and a / i S f l o / i . 
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If m(jc2) is finite, then m(jc) is finite, too, and we define the variance Vm(jc) of an 
observable JC in the state m by 
Vm(x) = m((x-m(x)h))
2, 
and in this case the Chebyshev inequality m((JC - m(jc)Ii) ((—e, e)c)) ^ Vm(x)e~
2 
holds. 
Observables JCi, ..., JC„ are uncorrected in the state m if 
Vm(x\ + . . . + J C „ ) = Vm(jci)+ ... + Vm(xn), 
if the sum JCI + ... + JC„ exists, and a system {JC,: t e T) of observables is uncorrected 
in m ; if every finite subsystem is uncorrelated in m. 
In [2, Theorem 4.5, Lemma 4.7] it is shown that if a system {JC,: teT) of 
observables is strongly independent in the state m, then it is independent and 
uncorrelated in m. The converse question, that is, whether the independence in m 
implies the strong independence, seems to be open for some classes of logics or 
systems of observables and states. A partial answer is given in [2] for one-dimens-
ional subspaces in a pure state on L(H). 
3. Convergence of observables 
For purposes of the last three sections of this paper we need to introduce some 
types of convergences of observables with respect to a state. These forms of 
convergences are equivalent to the corresponding convergences in the conventional 
probability theory. If JC, JCI, JC2, ... are observables and m is a state, then we say that 
m 
(i) JC„ converges in the state m to JC, and write JC„ —>JC if lim m((jc — JC„) ((—e, s) )) = 
n—*ao 
0 for every e > 0 ; (ii) JC„ converges almost everywhere [m] to JC, and write JC„-->JC 
a.e. [m] if m(lim„ sup (JC„ — JC) ((—e, e)c)) = 0 for every e >0-r (iii) JC„ converges in 
the square mean (m) to JC if lim m((jc — JC„)2) = 0 . * 
Lemma 3.1. There holds xn—>Ia iff Fn-*Fa, where F„, Fa are distribution 
functions of xn and Ia, respectively, in the state m. 
Proof. It is easy to see that Fa(t) = 0 for t^a andF a ( t )= 1 for t>a. Let JC„—>Za 
and t < a ; then for every e > 0 such that t + e < a we have 
F„(t) = m(jc„(-oo, t))^m(xn(-°o9a-£))^m((xn-Ia)((-E,e)
c))->0, 




hence Fn(t)—*1 and the necessity is proved. 
w 
To prove the sufficiency, let Fn^>Fa, that is Fn(t)-*Fa(t) for every t±a. Then 
for an arbitrary e > 0 





Lemma 3.2. Let xn-+Ia and let f be a Borel function which is continuous at a. 
Then /o*„—>i>(a). 
Proof. From the continuity of / at a it follows that for each £ >0 there is a 6 >0 
such that \f(t)—f(a)\<£ for \t — a\<6. The convergence xn-+Ia implies that for 
this 6 and for sufficiently large nm((xn - Ia) ((-<5, d)
c)) is enough small. Moreov-
er, m((foXn-If(a)) ((-£,£)
C)) = m(fo(Xn~Ia) ((-£,£)°)) ^ m ((Xn " Ia) 
((-6,d)c))-+0. 
Q.E.D. 
4. Weak laws of large numbers 
From this moment we suppose in theses three last sections that {xt} is such 
a sequence of observables (they may be unbounded, too) of a sum logic L that for 
all n = 1, 2, ... the sum xx+ ... +xn exists, and m is such state that if m(x\), ..., 
m(xn) exist and they are finite, n = l, 2, ..., then m(x\ +... +xn) = 
= m(xi) + ... + m(xn) (see Remark 1). 
Let {Xi} be a sequence of observables and m be a state; we shall investigate 
1 n 
convergences of s„ =— V (xt — m(xi)I1) if m(xt), i = 1, 2, ..., is finite, with respect 
n i=i 
to the state m. 
We say that for a sequence {*,} 
m 
(i) the weak law of large numbers (w.l.l.n.) in the state m holds if s„—>0; 
(ii) the strong law of large numbers (s.l.l.n.) in the state m holds if sn —• 0 a.e. [m]; 
(iii) the square mean law of large numbers (s.m.l.l.n.) in the state m holds if 
m(s2n)-+0; 
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(iv) the central limit theorem (c.l.t.) in the state m holds if distribution functions of 
1 r' 2 
nSnIBn convergence to F(t) = —= I exp ( 1 dw at each teRi, where 
V2JT J-oo y 2 
Bl= Vm(jti+...+Jtn). 
Theorem 4.1. [2] (Chebyshev) If {jtt} is a sequence of uncorrected observ-
ables in the state m and there is a constant K such that m(x2) ^ K, i = 1, 2, ..., then 
for {Xi} the w.I.I.n. and the s.m.I.I.n. hold. 
Proof. Due to the finiteness and boundedness of m(jtf), i = 1, 2, ..., and by the 
Chebyshev inequality, we have 
1 '1 \ 
m(sn((-e,e)
c))^-p Vm ( - ( j t i + ...+Jtn)J = 
= -^ivm(jt0^4"
K^°-e n fti e2n 
Similarly, m(sl)= Vm (-(jti +...+Jt„)\-->0. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4.1.1. / / {jtf} is a sequence of observables which are uncorrected in 
the state m and uniformly bounded, that is, there is a constant K such that 
| | jt,f |^K, * = 1- 2, ..., then for {jt,} the w.I.I.n. and the s.m.I.n. hold. 
Proof. Since ||jt,||^K, then m(jt2)^K2 and the rest of the proof follows from 
Theorem 4.1. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4.1.2. Let {jt,} be a sequence of uncorrected observables which have 
the same distribution function in the state m. Let m(x\) be finite and m(xt) = a ; 
then — (jti + ... + Jt„) converges to Ia (i) in the state m ; (ii) in the square mean (m). n 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the proposition fulfils the assumptions of the 
Chebyshev theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.2. (Kchinchin) Let {jt,} be a sequence of strongly independent 
observables, which have the same distribution function in the state m and let 
m(xt) = a ; then 
1 
- (* i+ . . .+*„)-> I«. 
n 
Proof. By substituting Jt, — Ia for Jt,, we may assume that a=0. According to 
Lemma 3.1 it suffices to show that a sequence of distribution functions of y„ = — 
(jti + ... + Jt„) converges weakly to the distribution function of h, but due to the 
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known theorems of the probability theory it is sufficient to examine a convergence 
of the corresponding functions q)n of yn in the state m to q)0(u)=l, ueRu 
If (p is a characteristic function of xu then the strong independence of {xt} in m 
implies <pn(u) = <p
n I— \ for all u eRu n = 1, 2 , . . . Since cp' exists, q?'(0) = 0, and cp' 
is continuous, then, by Taylor's theorem, we have q> I — J = 1 + O / —), where lim 
O ( - ) = 0 > we i*i. Therefore qpn ( - ) = ( l + 0 ( - ) J ->1 for every u eR,, and 
the proof is finished. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.3. ( M a r k o v ) If a sequence of observables satisfies in the state m the 
Markov condition 
K Vm(Xl + ...+xn)-^0 (4.1) 
n 
then for {xt} the w.I.I.n. and the s.m.l.l.n. hold in the state m. 
Proof. Using the Chebyshev inequality we have 
m(sn((-£,e)
c))^-T-?Vm(xi + ...+xn)-*0. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. If {*,} is a sequence of uncorrected observables in m, then the 
n 
Markov condition (4.1) can be rewritten in the form n~2 2Vm(x,)--->0, therefore 
i = l 
the Chebyshev theorem follows from the Markov theorem. 
2 
X 
If x is an observable, then y = 2 is an observable if we put y =foX, where 
f(t)=t
2/(i+t2). 
Theorem 4.4. In order that the w.U.n. may hold in the state m for a sequence 
{xt} it is necessary and sufficient that 
\2 ( [SZ(Xi-m(Xi)Il)y \ 
^n2+l^(Xi-m(Xi)Il)): ' 
^ i = l / 
Proof. The necessity follows from this calculus 
i(sn((-e,e)
c))=( dm,n(t)&( t
2l(\ + t2y^nSn(t) = 
Jl<l»f J > | 5 « ' 
m 
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= \t2l(l + t2) dmSn(t)- I t
2/(l+t2) dms„(t)^ 
^jt2/(l + t2)dmSn(t)-e
2 = m (j^pj~^ 
Therefore 2 
ô m (r^)^f2+'"(s"((-f. £)c» 
and the (4.2) holds. 
The sufficiency. Let (4.2) hold, then for each c > 0 we have 
m(sn((-e, E)C))= f dms„(0=£(l+t-
2)t""2f r 2 / ( l+ / 2 ) dms„(t)--
« ( 1 + F V 2 J ' 2 / ( 1 + t2) dms„(0 = (1 + e
2)e-2m ( ^ y ^ O . 
Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k 3 . We can show that Theorems 4.1—4.3 follow from Theorem 4.4. For 
example, if the Markov condition (4.1) is satisfied, then 
m (^Y^) = it2/(l + t2)dm5n(t)^ft
2dmSn(t) = n-
2Vm(Xl + ...+xn)^0. 
Theorem 4.5. / / a sequence of observables {*,} satisfies the following condition 
in the state m 
limn"(1+fi)m ( ^(xi-m(xi)Il)\ J = 0 (4.3) 
for 0 < < 5 ^ 1 , then the w.l.l.n. holds. 
Proof. According to Theorem 4.4, it suffices to verify (4.2). 
Indeed, 
m (l+?) = J '2 / ( 1 + ^ d m - 0 < Jlt|,+a dmSn(t) = 
= n-ll+S)m(\^(xl-m(xl)Il)\ ) ^ 0 . 
U - ' - Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k 4. If in (4.3) we put 6 = 1, then the Markov condition is satisfied. 
5. Strong law of large numbers 
Because of a somewhat more complicated investigation of the properties of the 
convergence almost everywhere [m] we introduce the following definition. 
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If every finite subsystem JC,., ..., jc,n of a sequence {JC,} has a joint distribution m„ 
in the state m, then there is a unique measure \i (/x is the Kolmogorov measure on 
(#00, B(R00)) which is determined by all m„. We shall say that a sequence {JC,} of 
observables which has the Kolmogorov measure \i in the state m satisfies the 
Cezaro joint distribution condition in the state m if 
« ( V r 2 ( * . - m ( x , ) / , ) ( ( - e , e) e)) = 
(5-1) 
M (U |/eJ?„: |^2(^(0-m(Ar,))|^-}) 
holds for every e > 0 and rc ̂ m , where jr,(f) = t,, i = 1, 2, ...,f = (fi, f2, ...)ei?oo. 
Theorem 5.1. Ler a sequence {JC,} 0/ independent observables in the state m 
satisfy the Cezaro joint distribution condition in m and let 2 i~2Vm(j t i)< 0° ; then 
1 = 1 
the s.l.l.n. holds. 
Proof. The independence of {JC,} in m implies that the Kolmogorov measure \i 
exists, and it is a product measure on (R<x>, B(Roo))9 that is, 11 =mXl x mX2x ... 
Therefore a sequence of coordinate functions JT*:*-->£,/ = 1, 2 , . . . , f = (fi, r2, . . . ) , is 
independent and J";r, dju =m(jc,), a ( JT. )= Vm(jc,-). Because of the validity of the 
strong law of large numbers for {;r,} [4] we have 
1 n 
- S f a . - j " - * . dfO-*0 a.e. [[*]. 
n ,=1 
Let now E > 0 ; then 
m(lim„ supsn((-e,e)
c)) = m ( A VSk((-e, s)c)) = 
= lim lim m ( \/sk((-£9 e)
c)\ = 
„_oo m —* \ f c = n / 
= lim limju ( 0 \teR~: f 2 ( J T , ( 0 -m(jc,)) | ^ f j ) = 
„_oo m->oo \fc=fi I fc ^ I )/ 
= ^ (lim„ sup jfe-R-: - J £ ( J T , ( 0 ~m(jc,)) ^=E}) = 0, 
as it follows by [4, Theorem 4], and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 5.2. (Kolmogorov's strengthened law of large numbers.) Let {JC,} be 
a sequence of independent observables which have the same distribution function 
in the state m and let {JC,} satisfy the Cezaro joint distribution condition (5.1) in m 
and let m(xi) = a ; then — (JCI+ ... +JC„)-»Ia a.e. [m]. 
.7 
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Proof. A sequence of integrable coordinate functions {JT,} is independent on 
(Rao, B(Ro°), l*) a n d {jii} have the same distribution function with respect to 
1 n 
H=zmxtxmX2x •>• Because of the strengthened law of large numbers — ̂ (Jti — 
n 1=1 
m(Xi))—>0 a.e. [JU] [4]. The rest of the proof is analogical to the proof of the above 
theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
6. Central limit theorems 
The role of the Gaussian distributions in the conventional probability theory and 
its applications are, doubtless, very important. Moreover, in the quantum field 
theory, which motivates the theory of logic, they give a satisfactory description of 
the radiation field of coherent sources, as it was remarked in [5, p. 372]. We now 
show the role of the Gaussian distribution from a purely probabilistic viewpoint for 
the logic theory. If a distribution function Fx of an observable x in the state m has 
1 Cl 2 v 
the form Fx(t)= ,— exp ( ) du, then Fx is called the Gaussian dis-
V2JT J-OO V 2 / 
tribution. 
Theorem 6.1. ( L i n d e b e r g — L e v y ) Let {xt} be a sequence of strongly 
independent observables which have the same distribution function in the state m 
and let m(x2) be finite; then for {JC,} the c.l.t. holds in m. 
Proof. The proof is analogical to that of the conventional probability theory. Let 
w be a characteristic function of (JCi-m(jCi)Ji)/Vm(jCi); then w(0)= 1, w'(0) = 0, 
w"(0)=—l and w" is continuous. By Taylor's theorem we have w(u) 
= 1— — + 0 ( w 2 ) , where lim 3— = 0. If wn is a characteristic function of 
2 u-*o u 
y„ =B„l 2 (JC« — m(jc,)/i) in m, then, by the strong independence, 
* = i 
^^=^(^))=(i-^+oO)^H-ui)' «6*" 
and this property implies a weak convergence of the corresponding distribution 
functions. 
Q.E.D. 
We say that a sequence {JC«} of observables of a logic satisfies the Lindeberg 
condition in the state m if for every T > 0 
l i m B ; 2 2 f (r-m(jc l))
2dmX j(0 = 0. (6.1) 
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Theorem 6.2. ( L i n d e b e r g ) If a sequence {JC,} of strongly indenpendent 
observables satisfies the Lindeberg condition (6.1) in the state m, then the c.I.t. 
holds for {xi} in m. 
Proof. Since a sequence of coordinate functions {JT,} is independent on (i?», 
B(Roo), JU) and they satisfy the Lindeberg condition, then, by the known result of 
the probability theory [1], it follows that the distribution functions F„ of 
n n 
^?(jti —E(jZi))/o I 2-T,) converge weakly to the distribution function of N(0, 1). 
i = 1 ^ i = 1 
Because of the equality of F„ and the distribution function of y„, respectively, the 
remaining part of the proof is shown. 
R e m a r k 5. Theorem 6.1 follows from Theorem 6.2. Indeed, let r > 0 ; then 
B„=o y/n, where o2= Vm(jCi). If m(xi) = a, then 
2 B : 2 í (t-m(xi))
2dm,l(t) = 




i | > T a n 
Theorem 6.3. ( L j a p u n o v ) If for a sequence {xt} of strongly independent 
observables in the state m we may choose an d>0 such that 
n 
lim B~(2+6) 2 S\t-m(Xi)r6 dmXi(t) = 0, (6.2) 
then for {*,} the c.I.t. holds in m. 
Proof. It suffices to verify that the condition (6.2) implies the validity of (6.1). 
Indeed, 
£«"2_£ f (t-m(Xi))2dmXi(t)^ 
« = 1 J\t-m(xi)\>xBn 
^B:2(zBny
s 2 f \t-m(Xi)\
2+b Amxi(t)^ 
i = l J\t-m(Xi)\>xBn 
^r- 6 B„- ( 2 + d ) | : $\t-m(Xi)r6 dmXi(t)-+0. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 6.3.1. If a sequence of uniformly bounded observables {xt} is strongly 
independent in the state m and if B„-»oo, then the c.I.t holds in m. 
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ЗАКОНЫ БОЛЬШИХ ЧИСЕЛ 
И ЦЕНТРАЛЬНЫЕ ПРЕДЕЛЬНЫЕ ТЕОРЕМЫ НА ЛОГИКЕ 
Анатолий Двуреченский 
Резюме 
В работе исследуется понятие независимости на логике, как его завел ОисИег [2]. Некоторые 
обобщенные формы слабого и сильного закона больших чисел и центральные теоремы для 
наблюдаемых на логике доказаны. Использованые методы подобные методам класической 
теории вероятностей. 
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